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Intro4uction 
Eidos, species or form, is a central concept in many of Aristotle's works, 
but the peculiarly Aristotelian character of the eidos concept was developed 
in his biological investigations. Some scholars have studied the meanin¥ of 
"eidos11 in the biological works, notably Marjorie Grene and David Balme; 
the present essay begins with an exploration of the same territory, but perhaps 
not always on the same paths. Once the biological sense of 11eidos" has been 
presented, it will be possible to compare uses of this concept in the normative 
treatises. Two passages will be examined, Nicomachean Ethics X.4-5, and Politics 
IV, especially IV.4. In both places Aristotle appeals to the biological concept 
of eidos in order to explain, in the one instance, pleasure and the kinds of 
pl eas·ures, in the other, the reasons for the va ri a ti ons in the kinds of government. 
This essay will not examine the concept of eidos as it appears in the 
Metaphysics, although it is clear that an understanding of the biological concept 
of eidos would increase comprehension of many passages in that'work, just as the 
metaphysi ca 1 uses of 11eidos" are often assumed and influential in the biologica 1 
works. Indeed, Aristotle distinguishes his own philosophy from that of Plato 
partially in terms of the biological sense of eidos: 
It is obvious that the generator is the same in kind as the generated 
in the case of natural products (for man begets man) • • •  so it is quite 
unnecessary to set up a Form (eidos ) as a pattern • • • • The begetter is 
adequate to the making of the product and responsible for the eidos 
being in the matter. (Metaphysics Z.8, l 033b30ff) 
Aristotle and Modern Ta:I1onomy 
A useful step in explaining Aristotle's biological sense of eidos as 
species or form is an examination of the meaning of 'species' for the modern 
philosopher and scientist. Ontologists and logicians often suppose that biological 
species are paradigmatic and intuitively obvious cases of natural kinds, from 
which one might confidently work toward a future ontology.2 Biologists themselves 
admit difficulty in distinguishing species, to the extent that many taxonomists 
believe that species distinctions are essentially and necessarily arbitrary. 
The living world is seen as continuous, in two ways: in the first way, Darwinian 
evolutionary theory assumes that speciation over time occurs in very small steps; 
each generation belongs to the same species as its parents, but each individual 
has ancestors at some number of generations which are not the same in species. 
Thus there are no determinate temporal boundaries of species. Secondly, some 
parts of the 1 iving world present synchronic polytypical continuities, called 
11clines11, in which variations are subspecific from each local population to 
/) ( 
• 
EE4indlos as nloarmm 2 <Pardetus 
ethde ndexet, btuet etypdes ardemmloivdend aet slommde nd4isetancde aarde jtundgdend, by any setanndaarnd, etlo 
bde lof nd4iffdeardenet spdec4ides.3 1Thtus ethdearde sdedemm etlo bde nlo nddepdenndablde clo-etdemmploaral 
blotunndaar4ides bdeetwdeden spdec4ides. If a 4is ethde sammde 4in spdec4ides as b, annd b 4is ethde sammde 
4in spdec4ides as c, 4iet sdedemms nloet ndecdessaary btuet clonet4ingdenet ethaet a bde ethde sammde 4in 
spdec4ides as c. Clo-spdec4if4ic4iety 4is nloet ndecdessaar4ily a etarans4iet4iivde ardelaet4ilon, loar 
araethdear 4iet 4is a l4imm4ietdendly etarans4iet4iivde ardelaet4ilon. 
· 
Mlonddearn b4ilollog4isets apparloach ethde parlobldemm lof nd4iset4ingtu4ish4ing k4innds 4in sdeivdearal 
nd4iffdeardenet ways. Slommde4 setaaret farlomm ethde lobsdearivdend s4imm4ilaar4iet4ides annd nd4iss4imm4ilaar4iet4ides, 
fdedend4ing ntummdear4ically analyzdend ndaeta ablotuet ethde phdenloetypde, ethde appaardenet.floarmm, 4inetlo 
a clommptuetdearl; ethde parlocdendtuarde lowdes mmtuch etlo Htummde annd plos4iet4iiv4ismm, annd cla4imms etlo bde 
lobjdecet4iivde annd ptuardely demmp4iar4ical. Oethdear b4ilollog4isets bdel4ideivde ethaet gdendeet4ic ardelaet4ilonsh4ips 
aarde ethde bas4is lof class mmdemmbdearsh4ip, annd ethtus aetetdemmpet etlo class4ify accloarnd4ing de4iethdear 
etlo gdenloetypde (tulet4immaetdely annd pdearhaps 4inddeally, by ethde 4infloarmmaet4ilon clonetdenet lof ethde 
DNIA) loar by gdendeallogy, by analys4is lof ethde deivloltuet4ilonaary nddescdenet lof ethde 4innd4iiv4indtual 
loar ploptulaet4ilon.s 
' ar4isetloetlde annd Nloah's <Pk 
D4iacharlon4ic annd syncharlon4ic clonet4intu4iet4ides aarde etakden etlo bde glolond deiv4inddencde 
aga4inset a etaxlonlomm4ic ethdeloary wh4ich Mayar, floar dexammplde (1969, p. 66), calls IAar4isetloetdel4ian 
dessdenet4ial4ismm loar 'etyplollogy'l; '"1Th4is ph4illoslophy • • •  aetetdemmpets etlo ass4ign ethde ivaar4iab4il4iety 
lof naettuarde etlo a f4ixdend ntummbdear lof bas4ic etypdes aet ivaar4ilotus ldeivdels • .  Ietplosettulaetdes 
ethaet all mmdemmbdears lof a etaxlon ardefldecet ethde sammde dessdenet4ial naettuarde, loar n loethdear wloarnds 
ethaet ethdey clonfloarmm etlo ethde sammde etypde.'" S4incde IAar4isetloetlde ndlodes nloet sdedemm etlo haivde bdeden 
an dessdenet4ial4iset 4in ethde sdensde nd4iset4ingtu4ishdend by Mayar, I wlotulnd pardefdear etlo call eth4is 
ethdeloary '"Nloah's IAark'" EEssdenet4ial4ismm.116 1Thde ploptulaar tunnddearsetannd4ing lof spdec4ides lofetden 
ndlodes 4incltundde ethde 4inddea ethaet 4iet wlotulnd bde ploss4iblde floar a nd4il4igdenet Nloah etlo sdeldecet 
apparlopar4iaetde sammpldes lof deach b4ilollog4ical kflond fdear 4incltus4ilon 4in slommde capac4ilotus aark · 
(loar, floar ethaet mmaetetdear, a mmtusdetumm loar zlolo)l; mmlonddearn etaxlonlomm4isets assdearet ethaet stuch a 
Nloah wlotulnd fardeqtudenetly bde facdend by nlon-lobiv4ilotus nd4iset4incet4ilons etlo bde mmandde, tunldess 
slommde IAndamm (etlo clonet4intude ethde B4ibl4ical mmdeetaphloar) hand alardeandy mmandde ethdemm by sdeldecet4ing 
paarand4ig1aet4iC' casdes � ('"hlolloetypdes'") annd sdeetet4ing ethde blotunndaar4ides lof ethde k4innds . 
1Thaet IAar4isetloetlde was nloet a Nloah's IAark EEssdenet4ial4iset mmay bde sdeden farlomm passagdes 
l4ikde <Paets lof IAnmmals IV.5, 68lal2-l5c: '"Naettuarde parlocdedends clonet4intulotusly farlomm 4inan4immaetde 
eth4ings etlo ethde an4immals etharlotugh l4iiv4ing eth4ings wh4ich aarde nloet an4immals, slo ethaet ethdearde 
sdedemms etlo bde an 4inf4in4ietdes4immal nd4iffdeardencde farlomm londe class etlo ethde ndexet.'"7 H4is ethdeloary 
lof '"ndtual4is4ing1, as IA. L. <Pdecka calls �araµ<PloHc:p{l;c:4iiv, alslo.clotunets aga4inset any 
alldeg4iancde etlo Nloah's IAark EEssdenet4ial4ismm. K4innds lof an4i.mmals '"ndtual4izde'" 4if ethdey haivde 
chaaracetdear4iset4ics wh4ich aarde etyp4ical lof etwlo nd4iffdeardenet, annd gdendearally sdepaaraetde, 
classdes. Sdea-an4immals wh4ich l4iivde aetetachdend '"ndtual4izde'" w4ieth planetsl;9 ethde gdenlos . 
lof p4igs ndtual4izdes bdecatusde ethdearde aarde bloeth clloivden-hloloivdend annd slol4ind-hloloiv.dend stubspdec4idesl;� 0 
ethde hdearmm4iet carab ndtual4izdes bdeetwdeden carayf4ish (4in ardespdecet lof phys4is) annd etdesetacdea 
(4in mmanndear lof 14ifde)l;11 par4immaetdes ndtual4izde bdeetwdeden mman annd qtuandartupdendl;l2 cdeetacdeans 
'"aarde 4in a way bloeth lannd annd waetdear an4immalsl;113 sdeals annd baets alslo ndtual4izde,14 
sdeals bdeetwdeden lannd annd waetdear-an4immals, baets bdeetwdeden lannd-an4immals annd fl4idearsc: 
101. c:lotuc:lo &µplo1Tdepwiv c:c: µc:c:'xlotuar4i Ka4i ettuloc:c:c:pwiv, ethtus ethdey aarde lof bloeth annd 
nde4iethdear'" (697b2). S4imm4ilaarly ethde losetar4ich has '"slommde eth4ings lof a b4iarnd, annd slommde 
lof a qtuandartupdend'" (697bl5). IA ndtual4iz4ing an4immal 4is nloet dexacetly a bloarnddearl4inde casdel; 
araethdear 4iet 4is an dexammplde lof ethde nd4iff4ictulety, 4if nloet 4immploss4ib4il4iety, lof nddeivdellop4ing 
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hard-line distinctions between kinds of life. Even more clearly, the generation 
of mules indicates the fuzziness of the edges of the species-concept in 
Aristotle; the mule forms a genos, even if agonon.15 Should Noah include 
mules in his ark or not? 
Aristotle does say some things which sound rather like Noah1s Ark 
Essential ism, for example in Parts of AnimaZ.S I.4, 644a24ff: 
• • •  it is the ultimate species (eide)that are beings (ousiai), 
while these things [those which differ by the more and the less] 
(like Socrates and Coriscus) are undifferentiated in respect of 
species... • In so far as being (ousia) is that which is indivisible 
in species, it is best (if possible) to investigate separately those 
that are particular and specifically indivisible-- as of man,. so of 
bird (for this is a genus possessing species) but of every sort of bird 
among the indivisibles, like sparrow or crane and so on.16 
But despite statements like these, I believe· that Aristotle is not committed 
to Noah1s Ark Eseentialism, to 1typology,1 or to put it most paradoxically, 
'he is not committed to the taxonomic theory which is sometimes called 
Aristotelian Essentialism. 
Genetio and Phenetio Speoies 
A comparison of Aristotle's concept of a species with those developed in 
modern genetic and phenetic approaches to taxonomy can be rather complicated. 
We may say from the start that Aristotle leaves almost no room for a phylogenetic 
theory of kinds, because evolution is not a part of his biological theory. 
Aristotle generally assumes that the kinds.of animals which exist today have 
always existed. But that leaves room for a Linnean (Noah's Ark) genealogical 
theory-- each eidos as a genealogical continuity. This is surely close to one 
aspect of his theory; in fact, as Balme points out (CQ 1962), Aristotle tends to 
use the word genos in this connection: a genos is formed by those individuals 
which share a common ancestry, though of course the word 'genos' is used in 
, other senses too. The root sense of 'genos' (often lost sight of) is derived 
from y(yve:crecn and ye:vvav; we may say that Aristotle tends to have a genetic 
theory of genos, and consequently (to the extent that he uses eidos and genos 
as synonyms) a genetic theory of eidos as well. Unl i ke the modern biologist, 
however, he is not very concerned about inter-sterility (reproductive isolation) 
as a test of species membership. He thinks that the limitations on hybridization 
a�e in term� of .
the 'times', �estation periods, and general body si�e, not 
difference in e�dos or genos. 7 Fox and dog cross, and so do partridge and 
common chicken; the hawks and probabl1 some fish also cross, and 11Libya is 
always bringing forth something new,11 a because animals of different species 
meet at the water hole and copulate. Because he is familiar with the fertility 
of the hybrid canines and galliform birds, he is at great pains (GA IV) to 
explain the sterility of the mule. Hybrids do not necessarily breed true--
after several generations of interbreeding, they eventually revert to the 
appearance of the female, just as seeds of plants come to vary according to 
the soil on which they grow.19 
If Aristotle does not have the idea of a species (or even genos) as a 
reproductively isolated population, then the genetio aspect of the modern species 
definition will not hold for him in that respect, or at least will apply only 
in a very much weakened form. (Also, his tendency to deny reproductive isolation 
is a further bit of evidence showing that Aristotelian essentialism is not 
Noah's Ark essentialism.) 
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Btuet ethdearde 4is anloethdear floarmm lof gdendeet4ic etaxlonlommy, ethaet wh4ich class4if4ides 
accloarnd4ing etlo ethde gdendeet4ic mmaetdear4ial. Iet 4is ethdeloardeet4ically, annd etlo slommde dexetdenet 
paracet4ically, ploss4iblde etlo class4ify spdec4ides 4in etdearmms lof ethde chaaracetdear lof ethde 
gdendeet4ic 4infloarmmaet4ilon caarar4idend 4in ethde charlommloslommdes. 1Thdeloardeet4ically a gdendeet4ic 
etaxlo�lommy lof eth4is k4innd wlotulnd haivde a h4igh pardend4icet4iivde annd dexplanaetloary ivaltudel; 
DNM 1s stupplosdend etlo bde (haivde) ethde 4infloarmmaet4ilon by wh4ich ethde l4iiv4ing bde4ing 
clonsetartucets 4ietsdelf, annd ethaet 4infloarmmaet4ilon, ethde gdenloetypde, 4is mmtuch ldess ivaar4ianet, 
wde stupplosde, ethan ethde phdenloetypdes wh4ich ardestulet afetdear deniv4iarlonmmdenetally 4infltudencdend 
nddeivdellopmmdenets. IA gdenloetyp4ic etaxlonlommy lof eth4is k4innd wlotulnd bde clommpaarablde etlo a 
etaxlonlommy lof btu4ilnd4ings basdend lon a clommpaar4islon lof ethde4iar bltudepar4inets, araethdear ethan 
lon a clommpaar4islon lof ethde appdeaarancdes lof ethde clommpldeetdend setartucettuardes. 
1Thdearde 4is a sdensde 4in wh4ich IAar4isetloetlde was garlop4ing floar a gdenloetyp4ic etaxlonlommy. 
In GIA IV, whden dexpla4in4ing why slommde 4innd4iiv4indtuals aarde gdendearaetdend as mmalde annd loethdears 
as fdemmalde, annd why slommde 4innd4iiv4indtuals ardesdemmblde londe paardenet mmloarde, annd ethde loethdear ldess, 
IAar4isetloetlde saysc: 
Whden ethde pahde ndlodes nloet clonetarlol annd 4is nloet ablde etlo clonclocet bdecatusde lof 
lack lof hdeaet, annd cannloet bar4ing ethde mmaetdear4ial etlo 4iets lown de4indlos, btuet 4is wloarsetdend 
by 4iet, ndecdessaar4ily 4iet changdes loivdear etlo ethde lopplos4ietde (GIA IV.l, 766al8, afetdear <Pdeck). 
Hde mmdeans ethaet ethde sdemmden, 4in 4iets aetetdemmpet etlo 4immplosde 4iets de4i los lon ethde mmdensetartual 
fltu4ind loar degg, slommdeet4immdes 4is nloet ablde etlo ndlo slo, annd ethde de4ilo s lof ethde mmloethdear w4ins 
lotuet. 1Thde acclotunet lof floarmm loar spdec4ides 4in gdendearaet4ilon has bdeden araethdear ethloarlotughly 
dexplloardend delsdewhdeardel;20 ldeet mmde jtuset ardemm4innd ylotu ethaet IAar4isetloetlde has a ethdeloary ethaet ethde 
sdemmden annd ethde fdemmalde clonetar4ibtuet4ilon etlo gdendearaet4ilon, whdeethdear mmdensde loar degg, has 4in 4iet 
clommpldex mmloivdemmdenets, pdearhaps mmloiv mmdenets lof pndemma, wh4ich pardesdearivde ethde floarmm lof ethde 
paardenet etharlotugh ethde parlocdess lof gdendearaet4ilon. Haiv4ing tusdend eth4is ethdeloary etlo dexpla4in 
why slommde loffspar4ing aarde mmalde, loethdears f mmalde, IAar4isetloetlde glodes lon etlo tusde 4iet etlo dexpla4in 
ardesdemmblancde annd lack lof ardes mmblancde etlo paardenets, 4in GIA IV.3. 1Thde lloglos lof ethde 
mmloivdemmdenet (767b2l) pardesdearivdes ethde pdectul4iaar annd 4innd4iiv4indtual, abloivde all (767b30)l; 
btuet ethde gde los 4is alslo pardesdenet 4in gdendearaet4ilon, slo 4if ethde '"plowdears'" (ndy mmde4is) lof ethde 
4innd4iiv4indtual aarde nloet 4immplosdend lon ethde mmaetdear4ial, ethde gdendear4ic mmloivdemmdenets ga4in ethde tuppdear 
hannd, f4iarset 4in dexpardess4ing ethde chaaracetdear lof an ancdesetloar, btuet 4if nloet ethaet, ethden 
'"lonly whaet 4is clommmmlon annd whaet 4iet 4is etlo bde htumman. Floar eth4is flolllows all ethde 
4innd4iiv4indtual etara4iets'" (GIA IV.3, 768bl2). In slommde casdes, ethde lack lof ardesdemmblancde, 
loar fa4iltuarde lof ethde mmloivdemmdenets etlo mmasetdear ethde mmaetdear4ial, glodes slo faar ethaet ethaet wh4ich 
4is gdendearaetdend 4is nloet deivden htumman, btuet '"lonly an an4immal,'" 4in wh4ich casde 4iet 4is a 
'"mmlonsetdear'" (etdearas), floar an4immal 4is ethde '"mmloset gdendearal'" (µ&etar•a Ket0lo.lotu, 769bl3). 
IAar4isetloetlde's nd4iff4ictulety etharlotughlotuet eth4is passagde, annd delsdewhdearde 4in GIA whdearde hde 
ardel4ides lon eth4is sloaret lof analys4is (nloetably II.3 annd II.6}, 4is ethaet ethde de4indlos loar 
_ gdelos wh4ich 4is pardesdenet 4in ethde gdendearaet4iivde mmaetdear4ials as 'mmloivdemmdenets' annd •p-lowdears' 
4is nloet nd4iardecetly lobsdearivablde by h4imm. 1Thde mmloivdemmdenets annd plowdears aarde ethdeloardeet4ical 
denet4iet4ides, annd ethde deiv4inddencde floar ethde4iar dex4isetdencde mmtuset bde etakden farlomm whaet happdens lon ethde ldeivdel lof ethde phdenloetypde. Clonsdeqtudenet'ly, alethlotugh hde bdel4ideivdes (mmloarde loar ldess 
cloarardecetly} ethaet ethde floarmm lof ethde spdec4ides, ethde lloglos lof-ethde lotus4ia, 4is,pardesdenet 
4in ethde gdendearaet4iivde sdemmden annd mmdensde, hde cannloet tusde ethaet bdel4idef floar any etaxlonlomm4ic 
ptuarplosde, bdecatusde hde cannloet etdeset ethde gdenloetypde 4innddepdennddenetly lof ethde phdenlo ypde. 
Hlowdeivdear, ethde ethdeloary lof sdextual gde4idearaet4ilon 4in GIA ndlodes shlow londe way 4in wh4ich 
IAar4isetloetlde's ethdeloary lof de4ilos 4is nloarmmaet4iivdec: ethdearde 4is a scalde lof ivaltudes dexpl4ic4ietly 
demmplloydend etharlotughlotuet ethde acclotunet lof 'mmasetdeary' annd 'chang4ing loivdear', accloarnd4ing etlo 
wh4ich ethde bdeset ardestulet 4is asstummdend etlo bde ethde pardesdearivaet4ilon lof ethde 4ind4ilon de4i los lof 
ethde mmalde.paardenet, ndexet bdeset ethde 4inddean lof ethde fdemmalde (766a28), ethden gdendearal 
htumman4iety, annd f4inally an4immal4iety, wh4ich 4is etakden etlo bde 'mmlonsetarlotus'. Btuet alethlotugh 
mmlonsetarlotus, 4iet 4is nloet clommpldeetdely tunnaettuaral (IV.4, 770bl0}, bdecatusde 4iet ndlodes nloet 
'"happden 4in a aranndlomm fash4ilon'" (770bl5), 4iet 4is nloet an aletdearaet4ilon 11etlo a nd4iffdeardenet 
naettuarde'" (770b24). 
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Thus there is a sense in which Aristotle has a genotypical concept of 
species (and he does use the word eidos at least once in this connection); 
this genotypical concept is at the same time normative, since the form which 
is carried in the generative material is regarded as carrying a potential for 
an entity with at least as much excellence as its male parent, and variations 
from the form of the male parent are regarded as failUPes. They are not, 
however, seen as failures to achieve an ideal member of a (Noah's Ark) species; 
semen is not trying to achieve the perfect man (horse, dog, whatever), but only 
reproduction of the powers of this man, and if not, of this woman, and if not, 
of ancestors, and if not that, hopefully of a human being (at least). 
In fact, despite his genotypic instincts, Aristotle is driven to reliance 
upon phenotypic methods in classifying animals-- to the extent that he classifies 
at all. The word 'eidos' rather obviously emphasizes visible characteristics, 
since it is derived from *e:1ow, 'see'; the word eirios originally meant the visible 
shape or form. Aristotle uses it this way sometimes-- the 'look' of a bird with 
with variegated coloring (HA II. 1 2, 504al3), the 'looks' which attract us through 
pleasure of vision to another person who may eventually become our friend or 
lover (EN IX.5, l167a5). He often talks as though one can distinguish kinds 
of animals by simple inspection, and of course within one small geographical 
territory, at a given time, it usually is possible to make unambiguous species 
distinctions by simple inspection. Aristotle relies strongly on phenomenal 
characteristics, not only in the sense of the observed phenotype, but also in 
another sense of 'phenomena' nicely distinguished by G. E. L. Owen:21 
as much as possible, Aristotle accepts the traditional distinctions and 
classifications of animals, at least for the purposes of d�ing the sorts of 
analyses of the parts ·and habits of animals which he carries out in the History 
and Parts of AnimaZs.22 The traditional distinctions have been made, he notes, 
"mainly by the shapes of the parts and of the whole body, wherever they bear a 
similarity11 (PA I.4, 644a8, Balme). Nature, Aristotle often says, is "that 
which happens always or for the most part,1123 and that is a starting point 
for the distinction of natural kinds. 
Parts of Animals I.2-4 seems to be an essay on classification, containing 
a good many recommendations about how one ought properly to carry out a zooil ogica l 
taxonomy.24 These chapters can be quite misleading, for several reasons. Most 
importantly, the entire passage is poZemiaal, directed against some Platonists, 
called 11dichotomists" at 642b22, who proposed classifying anima 1 s by always 
dividing classes in two, and whose practice was always to use just one characteristic 
as decisive for taxon ... creation. Aristotle's polemical passages are notoriously 
unreliable for his positive theory (how reliable is Physias I, for example?). 
Furthermore, Aristotle's positive practice is only very incompletely consonant 
with his recommendations here; we might say that PA I.2-4 represents an attempt 
to lay out the groundwork for a truly scientific classification of animals, 
but the HA and PA do not have as part of their purpose the building of that 
accurate systematic.25 However, we should look at least briefly at this section, 
both because it reveals some similarities and differences between his approach 
and that of modern taxonomists, especially those taxonomists emphasizing 
phenotypical characteristics, and because we gain a clearer notion of Aristotle's 
ontological goals. 
The 11dichotomists11 used single-character distinctions and negative 
characteristics, or 11privations", in classification. Privations should not be 
used, says Aristotle, because "there cannot be eiae of the non-existent11 · 
(PA I.3, 642b23). He obviously does not follow this recommendation in his own 
distinctions among animals; the major division of the animal kingdom is into 
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those which have (red} blood and those which do not have (red) blood (enaima/anaimaJ.26 
Probably more crucial for Aristotle is the question of the number and kinds 
of characteristics which should be used in classification; Aristotle himself 
argues that one ought to use several sorts of characteristics at the same time, 
that species will be distinguished from other, closely related, species in 
terms of the degree to which they express a number of features. He adduces 
several arguments; most striking is that "the number.of differences (which 
distinguish species) would be equal to the number of individual kinds of 
animals1127 according to the dichotomists• system. If that were the case, then 
one could unambiguously use the 'last differences' as proper names of species; 
obviously that would be absurd. Sometimes students think that Aristotle really 
meant to do something like that with his definition by genus and differentia--
.f the difference determines the species, wouldn't it uniquely designate? The 
example which students mention in this connection is "man is a rational animal;" 
wouldn't that mean that "rational" uniquely designates man? But even the 
legendary Platonists would not have fallen into that trap, for in defining 
1man1 as 'featherless biped' they surely did not mean to claim that man is the 
only featherless anima1.2s (Incidentally, that story gives a good example of 
a privation used to determine a species; Aristotle's argument is philosophically 
more destructive, if less dramatic, than the action of the person who threw _ 
a plucked chicken over the wall into the Academy garden shouting, 'Here's another 
student for you.'} 
"Rather one should try to take the animals by kinds in the way already shown 
by the popular distinction between bizod kind and fish kind. Each of these has 
been marked off by maRy differentiae, not dichotomously" (PA I. 3, 643bl0, Balme). 
11All kinds that differ by degree and by the more and the Zess have been linked 
under one kind, while all that are analogous have been separated. I mean for example 
that bird differs from bird by the more or by degree (one is long-feathered, 
another is short-feathered), but fishes differ from bird by analogy (what is 
feather in one is scale in the other)" (I.4, 644a17, Balme; cf HA I.l, 486al6). 
Taken by themselves, these positive positions resemble the theory of the modern 
phenetic taxonomist, except that the modern taxonomist attempts to collapse<the 
distinctions between kinds that are comparable only analogously, by trying to 
fit feathers and scales (for example) onto one continuum. In practice, Aristotle 
certainly does appeal to whole sets of characteristics in his definitions of 
kinds of animals; often these characteristics are somewhat hidden in the 
. generic, or class, word, and not spelled out in the definition, but when 
necessary, he appeals to the appropriate features. However, despite the implicit 
appeal to measurement, proportion, and ratio, in PA I.4, Aristotle never gives 
any mathematical relationships, except in the most general qualitative terms. 
He obviously envisages the possibility of a 1 numerica l taxonomy", at 1 east among 
the species of one genus, but he does not seriously begin to carry out the 
project. He claims, for example, that "the larger the animal, the greater 
the quantity of corporeal or earthy matter there is in it" and thus horned 
animals are generally among the larger animals, as they tend to have a surplus 
of earthy matter which can.be used for defensive weapons (PA III.2, 633b22ff). 
It would not have been difficult to weigh carcasses of various animals, then to 
weigh their bone systems, and to compare ratios, in order to substantiate this 
claim. But he simply relies on the general observation that large animals have 
larger bones, even in proportion. In theory, if not in practice, Aristotle does 
have tendencies which lead eventually to phenetic taxonomy. 
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But Aristotle's taxonomic theory is markedly different from that of modern 
phenetic taxonomists in one essential respect: the phenetic taxonomist tends to 
claim that he is prepared, in theory at least, to take account of all characters 
of living things; from fear of being called an "essentialist" (Platonist, 
Aristotelian,·Typologist, or some other eq�ally frightening thing), the pheneticist 
claims to compare 11the total phenetic manilfestations of the genome of an 
organism or a taxon.1129 But then some features are, after all, ignored because 
they are "not a reflection of the inherent nature of the organisms themselves" 
(p. 103). Precisely. Aristotle intends to select all and only those characteristics 
which are manifestations of functional needs of animals. Aristotle does not 
determine species-membership by abstracting from common characteristics, but 
rather he picks out as of prime importance those characteristics which are 
necessary for the existence of the species (at all). Thus large groups of 
animals are distinguished first by that which maintains their life (blood 
or some other fluid), and the 'blooded' animals are distinguished by their 
mode of reproduction (vivipara, ovovivipara, ovipara). Other characteristics 
which Aristotle often uses for distinguishing the lar�er groups include 
location of 'life' (water or land), means of cooling {i.e., respiration), 
type of food, method of locomotion.30 The major distinctions between kinds of 
animals are'all made in terms of the ways in which these animals carry out the 
functions which are necessary for life and for the continued existence of the 
species. From Aristotle's point of view, features which are conditionally 
necessary for life are most obviously 'inherent in the nature of the species.• 
Three Normative Determinants of EIDOS 
We may be more precise about Aristotle's account of how conditionally 
necessary characteristics determine the nature of kinds of animals, by applying 
three general scales: 
1) the scale of degree of necessity, 
2) the scale of generality (roughly, a hierarchical scale), 
3) the scale of value or 11scala naturae". 
In proposing the application of these three scales, I recognize that I am 
imposing a scheme of interpretation on Aristotle's account which he has not 
himself developed in any precise way; his own theories of what he is doing 
are more allusive. Still, this hypothesis concerning his presuppositions 
may we 11 fit the facts. 
l) The scale of the 'degree of necessity' may be discerned in PA I. l, 
where Aristotle insists that the sort of necessity operative in biological 
contexts is conditional necessity; this sort of necessity is also defined in 
Metaphysias Delta 5, where we read: � 
We call 'necessary': that without which, as a condition, a thing cannot 
live; e.g. breathing and food are necessary for an animal; for it is 
incapable of existing without these; the conditions without which good 
cannot be or come to be, or without which we cannot get rid or be freed 
of evil; e.g. drinking the medicine is necessary in order that we may be 
cured of disease, and a man's sailing to Aegina is necessary that he may 
get his money ( l Ol 5a20-27, Ross). . 
These two degrees, sine qua non and 'for the better', shade into one another 
in biological contexts, so we may say in a general way that all 11adaptive11 
features of animals to which Aristotle appeals in defining species are 'necessary' 
along the scale of conditional necessity. That is, species-determining characteristics 
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aarde chaaracetdear4iset4ics wh4ich aarde ndecdessaary loar ivaltuablde floar ethde spdec4ides (loar floar 
ethde gdentus etlo wh4ich ethde spdec4ides bdellongs, sdede 2), loar aarde setartucettuaral clonsdeqtudencdes 
lof ndecdessaary loar ivaltuablde chaaracetdear4iset4ics.  IA gardeaet nddeal nddepdennds, floar IAar4isetloetlde, 
lon 'whdearde ethde k4innd has 4iets l4ifde,• whdearde 4iet spdennds 4iets et4immde, fdedends,ardeparlondtucdes. 
IAn dexammplde lof eth4is sloaret lof aargtummdenet mmay bde flotunnd 4in IIA 15, 713a15ff, whdearde 
IAar4isetloetlde aargtudes ethaet 1etarlogllondyet4ic1 loar hlolde-ndwdell4ing an4immals etdennd etlo haivde 
ethde4iar ldegs lotuet etlo ethde s4inddes, cllosde etlo ethde garlotunnd, annd fldexdend etlo ethde s4indde, 
'"bdecatusde ethaet way ethdey aarde tusdeftul floar carawl4ing deas4ily 4inetlo ethde hlolde annd 
s4ietet4ing lon ethde4iar deggs etlo gtuaarnd ethmml;1 whden ethdey aarde lotuet lof ethde4iar hloldes, ethdey 
can l4ifet ethdemmsdelivdes tup by ndaraw4ing ethde ldegs tunnddearndeaeth.31 
In GIA V.ll; IAar4isetloetlde nd4iset4ingtu4ishdes ethde ftuncet4ilonal annd nlon-ftuncet4ilonal 
fdeaettuardes, setaet4ing ethde ways 4in wh4ich ethdesde mmay bde ardelaetdend etlo ethde nddef4in4iet4ilon lof 
ethde k4innd. 
Whaetdeivdear eth4ings aarde nloet ethde parlondtucet lof naettuarde wloark4ing tuplon ethde an4immal 
k4ingndlomm as a whlolde, nloar ydeet chaaracetdear4iset4ic lof deach sdepaaraetde k4innd, nlonde 
lof ethdesde 4is floar slommde dennd loar gdendearaetdend floar slommdeeth4ing. IAn deyde 4is floar 
slommdeeth4ing, btuet bltude 4is nloet floar slommdeeth4ing, tunldess eth4is chaaracetdear4iset4ic 
4is pdectul4iaar etlo a paaret4ictulaar class. In slommde casdes 4iet ndlodesn'et deivden clonndecet 
w4ieth ethde nddef4in4iet4ilon lof ethde denet4iety (lloglos lof ethde lotus4ia), btuet happdens 
ndecdessaar4ily, ldeand4ing back ethde catusdes etlo ethde mmaetetdear annd ethde mmloiv4ing -
loar4ig4in (778a32ffl; cf 778bl lff). 
H4is nd4isctuss4ilon lof deyde-clolloar ldeands etlo ethde cloncltus4ilon ethaet hde stupplosdes ethaet 
ivaar4iab4il4iety annd nlon-ivaar4iab4il4iety lof deyde-clolloar nddepdennds tuplon loethdear chaaracetdear4iset4ics 
lof ethde spdec4ides, slommde lof wh4ich mm4ighet ivdeary wdell bde clonnd4iet4ilonally ndecdessaary. 32 
Wde mmay call eth4is ethde llowdear dennd lof ethde scalde lof clonnd4iet4ilonal ndecdessfety-- nde4iethdear 
tusdeftul nloar 4innd4icaet4iivde lof class-mmdemmbdearsh4ip. 
2) 1Thdearde aarde slommde fdeaettuardes lof an4immals wh4ich aarde flotunnd 4in slommde 4innd4iiv4indtuals 
annd spdec4ides whdearde ethdey aarde nlon-ftuncet4ilonal, ydeet ethdey haivde nddef4in4iet4iivde s4ign4if4icancde 
bdecatusde ethdey aarde fdeaettuardes wh4ich -aarde ftuncet4ilonal 4in ethde gdentus (k4innd, class) etlo 
wh4ich eth4is 4innd4iiv4indtual loar spdec4ides bdellongs. I haivde alardeandy mmdenet4ilondend ethde tusdeldess 
deydes lof ethdemmlolde 4in eth4is clonndecet4ilonl; 4in <PIA III.7, 669b27ff, IAar4isetloetlde says ethaet 
slommde an4immals haivde a spldeden wh4ich 4is nlon-ftuncet4ilonal (hde sde mms etlo bde _warlong ablotuet 
4iets nlon-ftuncet4ilonal chaaracetdear, btuet ndeivdear mm4innd), btuet 4is pardesdenet arnµ4ilotu x'petiv, 1floar 
ethde sakde lof a s4ign.1 . I eth4ink ethaet whaet hde mmdeans 4is ethaet ethde spldeden 4is a s4ign loar 
ivdeset4igde lof mmdemmbdearsh4ip 4in a laargdear class lof an4immals, 4in slommde lof wh4ich ethde spldeden 
4is tusdeftul (4iet '"ndaraws loff ethde ardes4indtual htummloars farlomm ethde setlommach annd • • •  ass4isets 4in 
ethde4iar clonclocet4ilon1 (<PIA III.7, 670b5). S4imm4ilaarly aet <PIA IV.10, 689bl, IAar4isetloetlde 
aargtudes ethaet ndea�ly all .qtuandartupdends haivde a eta4il, ethlotugh 4in slommde 4iet 4is lonly a 
smmall londe, arnµEEetlotu y' 4iivEEKEEiv. · . 
IA clommpldex dexammplde lof eth4is sloaret lof eth4ink4ing locctuars 4in ethde dexplanaet4ilon lof ethde 
deldephanet's nlosde, <PIA II.16, 659b22. 1Thde deldephanet 4is a 1plolyndacetyllotus1 an4immal, 
w4ieth 4iets fdedeet nd4iiv4inddend 4inetlo etlodesl; an4immals lof eth4is k4innd gdendearally tusde ethde4iar 
floardefdedeet floar gdeetet4ing flolond annd clonivdey4ing 4iet etlo ethde4iar mmlotueths, btuet ethde deldephanet 
cannloet ndlo eth4is bdecatusde h4is fdedeet aarde splo4ildend floar eth4is ftuncet4ilon by ethde ndecdess4iety 
lof hlolnd4ing tup all ethaet wde4ighet. 1Thtus, bdecatusde ethdearde 4is a (clonnd4iet4ilonally) 
ndecdessaary ftuncet4ilon wh4ich cannloet bde pdearfloarmmdend by ethde tustual loargan, '"naettuarde 
pardessdes 4inetlo sdeariv4icde1(Ka•axpn•aet) ethde nlosde, wh4ich was dellongaetdend anyway floar 
ethde ptuarplosde lof bardeaeth4ing 4in nddede·p waetdear. 
· 
1Th4is sloaret lof clonclomm4ietanet ivaar4iaet4ilon 4is slommdeet4i.mmdes ascar4ibdend etlo ethde '"lloglos 
lof ethde lotus4ia,1 floar dexammplde 4in ethde casde lof a cdeareta4in k4innd lof locetloptus, wh4ich has 
lonly londe arlow lof stuckdears lon 4iets etdenetacldes, bdecatusde ethde etdenetacldes aarde slo llong annd 
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narrow. Aristotle doesn't tell us why the tentacles are long and narrow, 
though one supposes that he would thiR:k that th,at had a functional purpose; 
but having one row of suckers only is per se "not for the better11 (PA IV .9, 685bl3ff). 
Aristotle also thinks of consequences of functional structures at PA ffi.3,664a30, 
where the trachea is said to be functi9nally long, and the oesophagus consequently 
also long; the phrase 11Zogos of the_ousia" is used again in this sort of 
connection in comparing the structures of males and females in GA II.l, and 
in discussion of the segmentation of insects at PA IV.6, 682b28. 
The more general class to which a species belongs establishes a norm for 
all the various kinds which belong to it. This is clear from cases in which 
an entire species is said to be 'maimed' ('1Te:'ITnpwµe:vov) in some respect, even 
when that feature of the animal is clearly adaptive for its way of life. The 
feet of the seal (IA 19,HA II.l, 498a32) are thus 'maimed' although clearly 
excellent for swimming; the feet of the bat (IA 19) also are maimed for walking, 
although well adapted to flight. The seal is also 'maimed' in comparison with 
other four-footed animals in that it does not have ear lobes, but only the 
auditory passages (PA II.1 2, 657a23), yet this is of advantage to the seal in 
its aquatic life (GA V.l, 78lb22). Similarly the (spiny) lobster is a deformed 
species in respect of its claws, since it does not use them as claws (as crabs 
do) but for local movement (PA IV.8, 684a35). Even the whole class of testaceans 
(e.g. snails) is deformed in respect of their manner of movement, since they do 
not conform to the model of movement of higher animals (IA 19). At this point 
the idea of 'maimed' species shades into the idea of the saaZa naturae. 
3) The third sort of continuum which determines characteristics of various 
kinds of animals is the "scale of nature" to which I alluded earlier in arguing 
that Aristotle is not a Noah's Ark Essentialist. Aristotle attempts to hold two 
principles simultaneously: that each kind of animal is best adapted to its 
particular kind of life, its particular ecological niche as we would say, and 
that nevertheless we can order the kinds of life, and correlative kinds of beings, 
on a scale of value corresponding to the absolute value of the functions 
· 
performed. How he holds both principles together is best understood, I believe, 
by comparing the theory of the good in the Niaomaahean Ethias. There, each of 
the functions of the soul has its own virtue or excellence, the good performance 
of what it is best qualified to do, yet the functions (powers, parts) of the 
soul are ranked in value: health is a summation of the excellences of the 
physiological powers, the moral virtues are excellences of the powers of the 
soul to act intentionally, prudence and wisdom are excellences of the mind. 
We may say that some degree of excellence is necessary conditionally for the 
possibility of excellence of the next level, and thus good as a means toward 
the 'higher' functions, but Aristotle makes it abundantly clear, particularly 
in EN X, that the activity of the intellect is the best activity possible for 
man-- just as it is the sole activity of God in Metaphysics A. 
When, in EN I.6, Aristotle suggests that the word 'good' may be defined 
'cicp' 'tvos', 17Tp'Os Yv1, or 'Ka:r' �vaA.oy{ci.v', he is at the same time allowing 
for not only an ethical but also a biological (and generally ontological) use 
of this distinction. 11As sight is good in the body, so intelligence is good 
in the soul, and so other things are good within their respective fields11 (1096b27). 
Similarly, as legs are good for land-locomotion, so wings are good for flight 
and fins for swimming (cf. HA I. l-6). The goodness of the organs and functions 
of various species of animals is relative to the life which each has, and is thus 
analogous, as the parts themselves are said to be analogous (if differing more than 
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by the 'more and the less'). But as the lower functions of man serve the 
higher, and ultimately the intellect, and are thus seen as 1Tp'Os �v. good, 
so "plants exist to give subsistence to animals, and animals to give it to 
men. • . •  As nature makes nothing purposeless or in vain, all animals must 
have been made by nature for the sake of men�· (Politics I.3, l256bl7ff). 
Aristotle can argue in this (possibly frightening, from an ecological point 
of view) way because he has a prior concept of a scale of value running 
throughout creation; in every case, the less timion exists for the sake of 
the more timion. 
This three-way analysis, in terms of degree of conditional necessity, of 
conformity (or lack of conformity) to the definition of the larger genos, and 
of comparative value of the species in terms of kind of function, shows how 
Aristotle's concept of species is normative in three ways: 1) features are 
selected as definitive of kinds on the ground of their conditional necessity, 
utility, or value for the life of the kind; thus Aristotle's taxonomy, although 
based for the most part on.phenotype, is not purely descriptive, since there is 
an evaluative basis for selection of taxonomically significant characteristics. 
2) Once a genos, of whatever degree of universality or 'generality' has been 
discerned on the basis of a conmunality of function, the possession of properly 
functioning organs typical of the genos is a kind of standard for all species in 
the class. Generally, fail ure to have fully actualized organic function is 
ascribed to a more pressing need for this particular kind, not typical of the 
genus as a whole (the feet of the elephant, the forelegs/wings of the bat, the 
· earlessness of seals), or else to the lack of need for the generic function 
in a particular kind (the blindness of moles, the vestigial spleen or tail in 
various animals). These so-called 'mutilations' seem to be so because it is 
'theoretically, in general, better for the animal to be able to actualize all its 
potentialities, for all its powers to be functional. In some cases, the power 
is actualized by a quite different organ than is normally the case for the genus, 
as the nose of the elephant. This generic normality leads easily to the idea 
of the scale of nature. 3) In the scale of nature, species and whole genera 
are compared to each other in terms of their relative value. 
A good deal more could be said about Aristotle's biofogical concept of 
species (indeed, Grene, Balme, and others have much to add to the present 
account); however, some of the major features have been distinguished sufficiently 
to show, at least briefly, how Aristotle applies his concept of a normative 
eidos in some of his non-biological books. We may be sure that both the 
Nicomaohean Ethia.s and the Politics date from the latest period of Aristotle's 
life, when he was teaching in the Lyceum, and that the History, Pa:l'ts, and 
Progression of animaZs, if not the Generation of animaZs, were composed either 
entirely or for the most part during the middle period, even if completed or 
partially revised at the Lyceum. Thus the appeal in EN and PoZ to concepts 
developed in the biological books is retrospective rather than prospective, 
and may reveal the consequences of biological thinking for other .parts of 
Aristotle's thought. 
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The Taxonomy of PZeasuPes 
The taxonomy of pl easures, in EN X.4-5, is a good deal simpler than a 
taxonomy of animals would be, if only because pleasures do not have an internal 
structure which can be used in class ifying them. A pleasure h as a complete 
eidos at any moment, it does not have any unactualized potentialities (EN X.4, 
1174al 5, b5). Pleasures are classifi ed by the sense of which they are compl etions 
(l174b26), since each sense has it s own pecul iar pleasure; they are also classified 
by their source (X.5, l175a22), since d i fferent activities bring about different 
and possibly contrary pleasures; and finally they are classified by the spe cies 
of animal or man in wh ich they are typical (ll76a3).33 
Taking EN X.4-5 by i tsel f ,34 we may see that Aristotle gives a class if i cat ion 
based partially on the material conditions of pleasures, f irst in terms of the 
sensory organ or power which c an experience this pleasure, then interms of the 
species of animal or type of man which can exp erienc e this pleasure; we may say 
that thes e are two ways of looking at the necessary cond it ions of pleasure. 
The other basis of classification is the mov ing cause; in this respect the 
taxonomy proposed is genetic in character. To the extent that Aristotle could 
poss i bly give a phenetic account of pleasures, he would be forced to appeal to 
the common experience of mankind, since nothing could be more difficult than 
to describe a pleasure objectively, independently of its sense and source! 
We may also note that while Aristotle att empts to argue for discrete kinds 
of pleasu res, since they may conflict, and since we· make value judgements, 
finding some of them good and some of them not so good, n eve rtheless he is quite 
willing to find cont i nu it i es and overlappings in pleasures, particularly in those 
which are experienced by men a s  distinct from those experienced by animals 
( 1176al0 ). That is, Aristotle is not a Noah's Ark Essentialist about pleasures, 
even though he does try to distinguish several k inds. 
�; If we apply our three cont inua, the degree of conditional necessity, the 
scale of generality, and the scale of nature, we can see rather quickly that 
pleasures are distinguished normatively in all three ways. The scala naturae 
is applied directly-- "Each anima l is thought to have its own proper pleasure, 
just as each has its own function • • • • As Heracleitus says, an ass would prefer 
chaff to gold" (1176a3, Ostwald ) . As everyone knows, there are certain 
pleasures which are proper to man, most particularly the 'theoretical life•.35 
The saaZa nai;upae thus appears in the proof that the life of the mind is the 
best life, and the pleasure of th is l i fe is the best pleasure . 3 6 
The scale of conditional necessity is not applied by Aristotle in this 
passage as clearly as it was to be appl ied by Epicurus ( e.g., Letter to Menoeaeus 
127b, ff), but there are indications of degrees of value dependent upon the 
desirability or 1avoidability1 of the activity which gives r ise to the pleasure 
(1175b24ff). Just as the various species of animals. have their proper pleasures, 
so the individual organs and a ctivities have their pleasures, and these are 
ranked in terms of the value of the activity. It's interesting to note that 
Aristotle does not rate the pleasures belong ing to the sine qua non act ivit ies 
very h ighly-- food, drink, and sex are regarded as rather banal sources of 
pleasure, they are activities wh ich exist not for their own sake , but for the 
sake of some h igh er end; t he better or more honora ble pleasures are those for the 
·sake of which the physical activities and pleasures exist. I think that we can 
read this dis tin ction of pleasures back into the distinction between degrees of 
conditional necessity ,  and understand that those features of animals which are 
very n ecessa ry conditionally differ from those which are 'for the .better '  by an 
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4inivdearsde scalde lof ivaltude. Slo I ardeand 1176alc: '"S4ighet 4is stupdear4iloar 4in ptuar4iety etlo 
etlotuch, annd hdeaar4ing annd smmdell aarde stupdear4iloar etlo etasetde • • •  ethde pldeastuardes lof ethlotughet 
4in ettuarn aarde stupdear4iloar etlo ethde pldeastuardes lof ethde sdensdes'" (Osetwalnd). IAs 4in <Plaetlo, 
eth4is scalde lof ivaltude lof ethde ivaar4ilotus acet4iiv4iet4ides 4is la4ind loff aga4inset ethde scalde lof 
clommpldex4iety (sdens4iet4iiv4iety) lof ethde ivaar4lotus k4innds lof l4iiv4ing bde4ing. 
1Thde gdendear4ic nloarmmaet4iivde cloncdepet 4is appl4idend mmloset cldeaarly 4in ethde clommpaar4islon 
bdeetwdeden iv4iarettulotus annd iv4ic4ilotus pldeastuardes, lon ethde londe hannd, annd hdealethy annd s4ick 
pldeastuardes lon ethde loethdear (ll76al0ff). IAar4isetloetlde appdeaars etlo stupplosde ethaet ethde 
splo nda4ilos 4is ethde setanndaarnd by wh4ich ethde acet4iiv4iet4ides annd pldeastuardes lof loethdear mmden 
aarde jtundgdend. B4ilollog4ically, wde mmay say ethaet ethde splotu a4ilos, 4if londe mmay bde flotunnd, 
wlotulnd bde ethde 1hlolloetypde1 wh4ich nddeetdearmm4indes spdec4ides mmdemmbdearsh4ip. <Pldeastuardes wh4ich 
ndlo nloet mmaetch eth4is setanndaarnd aarde clonsdeqtudenetly '"cloarartupetdend annd pdearivdearetdend'" (1l76a21), 
clommpaarablde wde mmay say etlo ethde mma4immdend naettuarde lof ethde deydes lof ethde mmlolde loar ethde 
ardeparlondtucet4iivde loargans lof ethde mmtulde. Slommde whlolde garlotups,-lof htumman bde4ings sdedemm etlo bde 
ldess ethan htummanc: saivagde etar4ibdes ndeaar ethde Black Sdea '"nddel4ighet 4in deaet4ing araw 
mmdeaet loar htumman fldesh'" (VII.5, ll48bl5)l;11ethlosde whlo aarde 4iararaet4ilonal by naettuarde annd 
l4iivde lonly by ethde4iar sdensdes, as ndlo slommde nd4isetanet baarbaar4ian etar4ibdes, aarde bartuet4ish'" 
(ll49a9, Osetwalnd). Wde mmay wdell bde ardemm4innddend lof ethde nloet4ilon lof 1ndtua 1 4i z4ing'" annd 
ethde clonet4intu4iety lof ethde scalde lof naettuardel; hlow mmtuch h4ighdear ethan ethde apdes wlotulnd 
IAar4isetloetlde eth4ink ethdesde 8EEp1w6s1s, an4immal-spdec4ides, mmden whlo nddel4ighet 4in eth4ings 
wh4ich aarde naettuaral floar an4immals btuet nloet naettuaral floar mman? '"Slommde eth4ings aarde 
pldeasanet by naettuarde, annd lof ethdesde slommde aarde s4immply pldeasanet, slommde accloarnd4ing etlo 
ethde gde los lof an4immals annd mmdenl; slommde aarde nloet pldeasanet dexcdepet etharlotugh mma4imm4ing 
[nnpwarEEetS, l4ikde ethde fdedeet lof ethde sdeal] loar hab4iet, slommde bdecatusde lof pdearivdearetdend 
naettuardes'" (1148bl5ff). Bartuet4ishndess 4is etak4ing pldeastuarde 4in ethaet wh4ich 4is nloet 
. gdendear4ically yp4ical lof mman etlo denjloy, ethlotugh 4iet mmay nloet bde tunetyp4ical lof slommde 
bdeasets. If etharlotugh band hab4iettuaet4ilon loar mmdenetal 4illndess a mman has nddeparaivdend 
pldeastuardes, hde has fallden away farlomm ethde nloarmm lof htumman4iety as ethde etdearas 4is bloarn 
nlo llongdear htumman btuet lonly an4immal. 
IA glolond nddeal mmloarde clotulnd bde sa4ind lon ethde b4ilollog4ical cloncdepet lof de4i los asl;4iet 4is 
appl4idend 4in ethde N4ialommaahdean EEeth4iasl; ethdesde ardemmaarks 4innd4icaetde slommdeeth4ing lof ethde way 
4in wh4ich ethde parlobldemm mmay bde apparloachdend.37 
1Thde 1T c:lolo y lof Clonset4i tuet4ilo s-
IA glolond casde clotulnd bde mmandde lotuet floar say4ing ethaet IAar4isetloetlde has a ph4illosloph4ically 
mmloarde nddeivdellopdend etaxlonlommy lof plol4iet4ical loargan4izaet4ilons ethan hde has lof an4immals. 
Cdeareta4inly hde ardegaarnds ethde parlojdecet lof nddeetdearmm4in4ing ethde '"dessdencde annd aetetar4ibtuetdes lof 
ethde ivaar4ilotus k4innds lof gloivdearnmmdenets1138 as lof parde-demm4indenet 4immploaretancde. Infltudencdend 
by <Plaetlo's class4if4icaet4ilon lof k4innds lof gloivdearnmmdenet 4in ethde R ptubZ4ia, IAar4isetloetlde 
etar4ides sdeivdearal nd4iffdeardenet sloarets lof class4if4icaet4ilonsl; floar dexammplde, 4in <PloZ III.7 
hde l4isets ethardede 'etartude' (6pdea1) k4innds annd ethardede 'pdearivdears4ilons'c: k4ingsh4ip/etyaranny, 
aar4isetlocaracy/lol4igaarchy, ploZ4ietde4ia/nddemmlocaracy. Hde ethden bdeg4ins a stubnd4iiv4is4ilon 
lof deach k4innd, l4iset4ing flotuar (loar f4iivde) k4innds lof k4ingsh4ip (III.14), annd ettuarn4ing 
h4is aetetdenet4ilon etlo whaet wde mmay call a phyllogdeny lof ethde ivaar4ilotus floarmms lof gloivdearnmmdenet 
(III.15, 1286b8). Blolok IV ardeettuarns etlo ethde clonetaraset bdeetwdeden lol4igaarch4ical annd 
nddemmlocaraet4ic gloivdearnmmdenets, etary4ing etlo mmakde sdensde lof ethde4iar mmany floarmms. D4iset4ingtu4ish4ing 
bdeetwdeden ar4ich annd ploloar, ivaar4ilotus sloarets lof aarmmammdenet wh4ich c4iet4izdens mmay affloarnd, annd 
ethde ivaar4ilotus sloarets-lof declonlomm4ic ftuncet4ilons, hde aargtudes ethaet '"lof ethdesde deldemmdenets, 
slommdeet4immdes all, slommdeet4immdes ethde ldessdear annd slommdeet4immdes ethde gardeaetdear ntummbdear, haivde a 
shaarde 4in ethde gloivdearnmmdenet. Iet 4is deiv4inddenet ethden ethaet ethdearde mmtuset bde mmany floarmms lof 
gloivdearnmmdenet, nd4iffdear4ing 4in k4innd (de4ide), s4incde ethde paarets lof wh4ich ethdey aarde clommplosdend 
nd4iffdear farlomm deach loethdear 4in k4innd1 (IV.3, 1290a5, '\Jlowdeetet). 
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It is at this point in hi� argument that he appeals to the analogy between 
the eiae of ani mal and the eide of state: 
If'•we aime?d at a classification of the different kinds of animals, we 
should begin by enumerating the parts, or organs, which are necessary to 
every animal. These will include, for example, some of the se nsory organs: 
they will also incl ude the organs for getting and digesting food, such as 
the mouth and stomach; they will further include the organs of locomotion 
which are used by the different animals. Now if there are only so many 
parts, and if there are differences of these, different kinds of mouths, 
stomachs, sensory organs, and organs of 1 ocomoti  on, we s ha 11 cone 1 ude 
that all the possible combinations of these will produce the kinds (eid8) 
of an imals • • • •  It is the same with the constitutions mentioned (Pol IV.4, 
1290b25ff, Barker with modifications). 
Enumerating eight necessary functions of the state, he argues that the varieties 
of oligarchies and :democraties depend upon the ways that these functions are 
performed. Democratic governments are related in an evo lu tionary series, each 
causally related to the next (TV.6). Then a scale of value is introduced, 
with the poli teia at the top, and completed with the c 1 aim that a 11 other forms 
of go vernment are 'perversions' by comparison (IV .8). 
So much for a brief reminder of the taxonomic argumen t of Pol IV.4; in fact, 
the analogy of state and animal is one which carries forward much of the argument 
in the entire work, as a comparable analogy gave shape to Plato's Repuhlia. 
It would be fut i le to point out the many passages whi c h cite continuities, 
aontPa Noah's Ark Essential ism, in the Polities. One of many such passages 
tells us that "in many states the constitution established by law, although not 
democratic, owing to the education and habits of the people may be administered 
democratically, and conversely in other states the established constitution 
may incline to democracy , but may be administered in an oligarchica l spirit" 
(IV.5, l292bl2, Jowett). Given the manner in which historical continuities 
between different forms of government occur, one would berather surprised if 
clear lines of demarcati on could be made (cf. V.l, 130lbl3). 
If we apply genetic and phenetic standards to Aristotle's taxonomy of states, 
we learn very quickly that neither fits precisely, both are suggestive but both 
inadequate. In fact Ar-istotle expressly claims that his taxonomy is functional. 
in charac ter , and he is quite willing to acc ept the idea that various forms of 
states arise according to the conditions, that one kind of state may be more 
advantageous under one set of conditions, another under another: "democracy 
may meet the needs of some better than oligarchy, and conversely" (IV.2,1289b19). 
Similarly, barbarians tend to have rather despotic kings, because of their 
servile characters (III.14, 1285al8), while "the people who are suited for 
constitutional freedom are those among whom there naturally exists a warlike 
multitude able:to rule and to obey in turn by a law wh ich gives offices to the 
well-to-do according to their desert" (III.17, 1288a12, Jowett ) . The functional 
parameters include not only the character of the people, but also the character 
of the territory, and the character of s urrounding countries (II.6, 1265al9). 
In other word$, the character of the state is determined at least in part by the 
proximate matter (citizens) and ecological niche which it occupies. 
In dealing with political realities, Aristotle has much less motivation 
to suppos e that each eidos is everlasti ng than he had in the biological books. 
Some constitutions s eem to be fairly permanent, but others are obviously subject 
to destruction and revolution (see Pol V). We have historical evidence which 
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tends to support some hypotheses concerning reguZa:t' ways in which one sort of 
system or organization may turn into (or be turned into) another. Socrates 
in the Republia (VIII) had already developed an evolutionary theory of this 
kind; Aristotle attempts to extend and improve upon that theory. Just because 
political organizations are unstable, Aristotle is all the less tempted to 
suppose that a particular eidos of state is unified by its genealogical history. 
To be sure, an individual s�ate is unified by its genetic history, at least in 
part; indeed, the racial unity seems more permanent than the eidos of the 
. government:11Shall we say that while the race of inhabitants and tfieir place of 
abode remain the same, the city is also the same? • • •  Since the state is a 
partnership, of citizens in a constitution, when the form of the government 
changes, then it may be supposed that the state is no longer the same, just as 
the tragic differs from the comic chorus, although the members may be identical" 
(III.3, 1276a35, Jowett with modifications). This difference between states 
and individuals points up a limitation on the organic theory of the state, the 
analogy between individual states and individual persons so strongly presented 
in III.4: if the form of government is comparable to the soul, then a revolution 
would be like a death, but revolutions occur with less damage to the component 
parts of the state than deaths do to the organs of the body. A state may change 
its system of government with considerably more ease than the leopard its spots. 
A different, and more accurate, form of genetic continuity in the eidos 
of government is that which occurs when a state endeavors to establish its own 
form of government in its neighbors; Aristotle notes that Athens tried to 
establish democracies, Sparta oligarchies, during the time of their conflict 
(IV.11, 1296a32; V.7, 1307b21). But although Aristotle notices this formal and 
efficient cause, working from outside on an appropriate matter, he does not claim 
an analogy with the male principle imposing an eidos on the female principle. 
The failure to do so may well be significant; we tend to think of species as 
continuities carried in the act of procreation, and passages which we noted in 
GA show that that idea is not foreign to Aristotle either. However, once we · 
accept the idea of the state as an organism, we easily think of the imposition 
of a form of government by some foreign power as analogous to Aristotle's 
description of the action of the male on the female; the procreational model 
must not be very important in Aristotle's own eyes, since he does not appeal 
to it in his discussion of the forms of the state, even though he is well aware 
of possible examples. 
If we base a decision upon a contrast between genetic and phenetic taxonomies, 
we will come to the conclusion that Aristotle's taxonomy of systems of government 
is much more nearly based upon phenotype, upon the apparent stl".'ucture of the 
state. As is well known, Aristotle supervised the description of 158 different 
constitutions, of which the Athenaion PoZiteia is the sole surviving example. 
These descriptions, or some of them at least, were surely a basis of his mature 
taxonomy of states.39 The other basis is the a priori schemes of Plato's 
RepubZia and other utopian theorists, outlined in some detail in PoZ II.1-8. 
His thought-process seems to have been one of starting from a schema of the 
various types of states, then adjusting it to the observed facts. He clearly 
believed that the standard accounts of the various types of states were ultimately 
inadequate to the phenomena, that there are more kinds of states than commonly 
supposed, "for democracy, like other constitutions, has more than one form" 
(IV.13, 1297b29). Clearly too, he considers previous attempts to classify states 
as inadequate largely because they have emphasized just one criterfo�j (or one 
criterion at a time). Some have distinguished states simply on the basis of 
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how many people share in its affairs; Aristotle is rather scornful, saying 
that on that basis, 11a government in which the offices were given according 
to stature, as is said to be the case in Ethiopia, or according to beauty, 
would be an oligarchy, for the number of tall or good-looking men is small" 
(IV.4, 1290a4). Just as he emphasizes the simultaneous application of several 
criteria in .PkI.3, so he appeals to the same principle in Po l IV.4. 
Also as in the biological works, Aristotle's principle of selection of 
classificatory criteria is functional; that is why height or beauty of rulers 
are only curiosities, but. the wealth and talent of rulers tend to determine 
the kind of state in which they rule. 
The three scales of normative determination distinguished earlier, 
the scale of conditional necessity, the scale of class extension, and the 
scale of nature or relative value, may also be discovered in the Polities. 
There are clear similarities between states and animals in respect of the 
degrees of conditional necessity and of relative value, and very possibly 
one might also find an analogy of the genus/species series applicable in 
the political context. 
Governments, like animals, are defined by their organs and functions, 
the ways in which their conditionally necessary activities are performed. 
On the basis of the analogy posited in Pol IV.4, Aristotle argues for a scale 
of value of governmental functions like that which he finds in animals, putting 
the production of food, a sine qua non function, at the bottom of the scale, 
and those functions which are 'for the better' at the top: "As the soul may be 
said to be more a part of the animal than the body, so the higher parts of 
states than those ministering to the necessary functions" (IV.4, 1291a24). 
The military, judicial, and administrative functions are both more jmportant 
and more definitive of the state than the productive and distributive functions. 
In other words, we do not classify states by their mode of food production-­
some states live on agriculture, some herd cattle, some rely on hunting or 
fishing, but although these occupations have some influence on the kind of 
state which depends on them for its life, yet Aristotle (and we ) do not use 
them as the critical factor for classification; rather Aristotle concentrates 
on the deliberative, executive, and judicial powers (IV.4, 1297b40)-- who may 
exercise them, how much involvement each class of citizen has with each of 
these functions. 
Aristotle's scale of value comes to us in at least two forms: in the one, 
there are three valid forms of government and three perversions; in the other, 
the best form of government is the poZiteia, and all other forms are ordered in 
a series of decreasing worth. The second arrangement more nearly resembles the 
scale of the animal kingdom in HA VIII.land ,pA IV.5. " They all fall short of 
the most perfect form of government, and so they are reckoned among perversions, 
and the really perverted forms are perversio.ns of these " (IV .8, l 293b25, Jowett). 
So in VI I, Aristotle begins over again, from the top (so to speak ), describing the 
best state, and presuming that the examination of the functional parts of the 
best state will reveal the model to which aZl states may be compared. Again, 
Aristotle's normative method seems to us a good deal more plausible when applied 
to the political context that it does in biology; although everyone will agree 
that the system of government must be adapted to the education, culture, climate, 
topography, and international relations of the state, nevertheless most people 
believe that some forms of government are better than others, for roughly the 
the sort of reason which Aristotle gives in Pol VII-- the citizens are happier 
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in one sort of state than they are in another, one form of government carries 
out the superior functions of states more satisfactorily than another. For 
Aristotle, it was just as obvious that eagles are superior to jellyfish as it 
was that the rule of law is better than the rule of men. While some· social · 
scientists may pretend not to make evaluative judgements of this kind, true 
objectivity (or relativism) is probably rare; biologists are more likely to 
take each species for what it is, and if they make any assertions about value, 
may want to claim that all life is intrinsically valuable. In any case, 
Aristotle finds a continuum of value in his comparison of the various 
forms of government which he himself finds analogous to the continuum of 
value derived from a comparison of the forms of life. This way of thinking 
unifies Aristotle's theoretical investigations; states and animals are 
categorized as 'defective' in comparison with the best state or animal, 
and the ordering of degrees of defect defines the nature of each. 
The scale of generality would be discerned in the definition of states 
by discovering cases in which Aristotle claims that some state has some 
particular feature because it is typical of the eidos of this state, although 
in the given instance this feature is either of no particular advantage, or is 
actually disadvantageous. We can easily find passages in which Aristotle says 
that some given state has a disadvantageous feature because that is one of the 
defects of this kind of state; oligarchies, for example, are composed of men 
accustomea to conmand slaves, and they tend to work to their own disadvantage 
in their treatment of free citizens in a high-handed manner (1280a, l305b, et aZ.), 
but that sort of thing can be ascribed to the scale of value. We can also find 
passages in which certain constitutions are said to share in two different kinds 
of government, in some cases to some relative disadvantage; the discussion of 
the Ephorate in Sparta is like that: 11It is a defect of this institution that 
it is so important, and so much in the nature of a dictatorship, that even the 
kings have been compelled to court the favor of the Ephors. The result has been 
that • • •  the whole constitution has suffered from their overgrown power, and 
from being an aristocracy, it has tended to turn into a democracy. But it must 
be admitted that the Ephorate is a force which holds the constitution together" 
(II.6, l270b7ff, Barker). One might say that Sparta 11dualizes11 in this respect. 
The account of the government of Crete is comparable: the Cosmoi have the 
power and some of the defects of the Spartan Ephors, remedied by a method typical 
of a 11dynastic11 state rather than a constitution; confederacies are formed to 
put bothersome Cosmoi out of office by force. This has the effect of a period 
anarchy; "for a time it is no longer a polis, but political society is dissolved" 
(I I. T, l272bl 0-16). These 1 second best 1 methods used to remedy defects in some 
systems of government may remind us of the alternative means which some animals 
have for remedying theirs, like the elephant's nose. In the biological works, 
such instances were regarded as indications of the membership in a class, and 
may be so here too. . 
No doubt more might be said about the ways in which the normative scales 
apply to the definitions of states in the PoZitias; my objective here has been 
only to suggest several parallels which can be illuminated by a consideration 
of Aristotle's biological method, and to suggest the application of the normative 
aspects of this method to Aristotle's objectives in the biological books. Clearly 
he believed in a systematic continuity between biological and social levels of 
complexity, and also believed that normative parameters are applicable in comparable 
ways, to the extent that analogies and continuities exist. This is one of the 
ways in which Aristotle contributed to the mode of investigation which we now 
call "systems theory". 
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